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Introduction (1 lecture, 1hr)

� course overview, schedule, bibliography, website etc.
� physics involved
� stars and stellar evolution: HRD
� what is a substellar mass object?
� expected (a prior) properties of SSOs
� CMD for VLMs and SSOs
� spectral types and the L and T types
� predicted evolution of L and Teff
� gas giant planets
� definitions of SSOs, BDs and GPs
� how to find substellar mass objects
� history: discovery of pulsar planets, Teide 1, Gl 229B, exo-solar giant planets
� some details of exoplanets: mass distributions, transits, systems

Internal structure and evolution (3 lectures)

1. Principles and application to stellar structure
� Ingredients of a model of stellar structure (inc. assumptions)
� Continuity equation
� Hydrostatic equilibrium
� Equation of state (ideal gas with radiation)
� Conservation of energy (energy generation)
� Energy transport (by radiation and convection)
� 4 basic equations of stellar structure. Timescales
� Virial theorem
� Adiabatic gradient in an ideal gas
� Lane-Emden equation and polytropes
� Convection
� Solving the equations of stellar structure: boundary conditions
� Results: stellar structure

2. Structure and properties of SSOs
� Phase diagram
� Fermions and bosons
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� Equation of state for Hydrogen
� Degeneracy
� Central parameters
� M-R relations
� Energy transport
� Structure solutions and the HBML

3. Evolution
� Time-dependence (evolution)
� Virial theorem for SSOs
� Nuclear burning
� Growth of a conductive core
� Evolution of parameters
� Problems at young ages

4. Observational constraints on structure and evolution
5. Planets in the solar system

Atmospheres (2 lectures)

1. Introduction
� on atmospheric models
� characteristics of brown dwarf spectra, colours, atmospheres
� definitions
� complexities of UCD atmospheres (briefly mention L and T types)

2. radiative transfer (a review)
� flux contribution functions
� absorption line formation

3. opacity sources (a review)
� excitation and ionization: Boltzmann and Saha equations
� continuous, H-, molecular, atomic

4. LTE / black bodies (a review)
5. modelling atmospheres

� model ingredients
� general approach
� specific for UCDs

6. opacities in UCD atmospheres
� molecular and grain opacities
� absorption lines
� line broadening mechanisms

7. atmospheric thermal and pressure structure
� general structure
� effects of blanketing, convection and dust grains on atmospheric structure

8. atmospheric composition
� element abundances
� important species
� thermochemical equilibrium calculations
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� clouds
9. NextGen, DUSTY and COND models

� assumptions
� the models
� thermal structure
� effect of dust
� spectral energy distributions 
� the atomic lines
� effects of atmosphere on structure and evolution

10.observational diagnostics and classification schemes
� idea of spectral typing
� L and T spectral types

Brown dwarf populations (2 lectures)

1. BD populations
� BD search methods
� where BDs have been found
� BDs in the field
� BDs in clusters
� confirming membership

2. Mass function
� LF
� M-L relation
� MF
� observations in the field and clusters

3. Lithium test
� Li depletion
� test for BD status
� cluster aging
� issues

Binaries
� overview
� BD-BD binaries
� BDs as stellar companions

Exoplanets (1.5 lectures)

1. Introduction
� content
� planet formation models

2. discovering exoplanets
� principles of the RV method
� sensitivity

3. exoplanet statistics and insights into formation/dynamical evolution
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� statistics of msini, semi-major axis, eccentricity etc.
� migration

4. Transiting planets and HD209548b
� transit photometry to get radius and mean density
� atmospheric observations

5. physics of close in exoplanets (“roasters”)
� atmospheric structure and spectra
� evolution
� circulation (3D models)
� evaporating atmospheres (observations and model)

Star formation and disks (1 lecture)

   covered by Thomas Henning

Formation of brown dwarfs (1 lecture)

1. Introduction
� fundamental question
� semantics
� formation regions / BD populations

2. Observational signatures
� mass function (review)
� binarity (review)
� disks
� accretion
� jets
� (kinematics)
� summary of support for/against stellar-like mechanism

3. Formation mechanisms
� planet-like (core accretion)
� opacity-limited fragmentation
� gravitational instabilities in a disk
� ejection
� turbulent fragmentation
� photo-erosion

Course wrap-up (0.5 lectures)
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